Bayesian optimization (BO) is a popular technique for sequential black-box function optimization, with applications including parameter tuning, robotics, environmental monitoring, and more. One of the most important challenges in BO is the development of algorithms that scale to high dimensions, which remains a key open problem despite recent progress. In this paper, we consider the approach of Kandasamy et al. (2015) , in which the high-dimensional function decomposes as a sum of lower-dimensional functions on subsets of the underlying variables. In particular, we significantly generalize this approach by lifting the assumption that the subsets are disjoint, and consider additive models with arbitrary overlap among the subsets. By representing the dependencies via a graph, we deduce an efficient message passing algorithm for optimizing the acquisition function. In addition, we provide an algorithm for learning the graph from samples based on Gibbs sampling. We empirically demonstrate the effectiveness of our methods on both synthetic and real-world data.
Introduction
Bayesian optimization (BO) is a powerful method for sequentially optimizing an unknown function f that is costly to evaluate, for which noisy point evaluations are available. Since its introduction, BO has successfully been applied to a variety of applications, including algorithm parameter tuning (e.g., deep neural networks) [1] , [2] , [3] and robotics [4] , [5] . However, most successful applications of BO have involved lowdimensional input spaces. Efficiently scaling to high dimensions remains a key open challenge, and is crucial in applications such as computer vision [6] , biology [7] , and larger-scale parameter tuning.
High-dimensional BO comes with two key inter-related challenges [8] : Identifying "low-dimensional structure" in the high-dimensional function, and choosing an acquisition function that can efficiently be optimized. There is an inherent tension between these goals, with richer forms of structure often leading to acquisition functions that are harder to optimize.
Related Work
A recent overview of BO can be found in [9] . Most BO algorithms can be posed as choosing the next point to maximize an acquisition function, which in turn depends on the current posterior of the function. Popular choices include upper confidence bound (GP-UCB) [10] , probability of improvement (PI) [11] , expected improvement (EI) [12] , [13] , and (predictive) entropy search (ES) [14, 15] . In this paper, we are particularly interested in high-dimensional extensions of GP-UCB.
The earliest works on high-dimensional BO considered functions that only vary along a low-dimensional subspace [16] , [17] , [18] . While such approaches can be effective, this assumption on the function is rather strong, and achieving the full potential highdimensional BO requires moving to richer classes. A promising alternative approach was recently proposed by Kandasamy et al. [19] , who modeled the function by a sum of independent low-dimensional functions, each defined on a fixed subset of the underlying variables.
Crucially, the work of [19] assumed that these subsets are disjoint. This constraint considerably simplifies the optimization of the acquisition function, but restricts the space of functions that can be modeled. A generalization of this approach was proposed in [20] that allows for possible rotations within each term of the decomposition.
Within the framework of [19] , a crucial challenge is learning the underlying additive decomposition from samples (typically while simultaneously performing optimization). In [19] , this was done based on randomly sampling the decompositions and choosing one to maximize the likelihood. More efficient approaches were proposed by Wang et Additive models, not necessarily making use of Gaussian processes, have also found extensive use in other contexts such as function learning, e.g., see [23, 24] and the references therein.
Contributions
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We generalize the additive model of [19] by allowing the additive model to consist of functions defined on general subsets of the underlying variables that need not be disjoint.
• By representing the interactions between the groups (i.e., the subsets on which the lowdimensional functions are defined) using a graph, we deduce an efficient high-dimensional variant of GP-UCB based on message passing.
• We present a Gibbs sampling algorithm for learning the structure of the graph from data, having a similar flavor to that of [21] while addressing new challenges for the case of overlapping groups.
• We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on both synthetic and real data sets, including improved versatility compared to the work of [19] .
• In the supplementary material, we generalize certain aspects of the mathematical analysis from [19] , and discuss their possible implications towards providing regret bounds.
We very recently learned of a closely related independent parallel work [25] adopting a similar model, but using an approximate decentralized approach to optimize the acquisition function, and learning the graph via an alternative approach building on [22].
Generalized Additive GP Model
We consider the optimization of a D-dimensional function f (x), where x = (x 1 , . . . , x D ) is the input vector. We focus on discrete domains, where each variable x i takes values in some finite set X i (though this set could represent the quantization of a real interval such as [0, 1]). Hence, the high-dimensional domain is
Each time we query the function f at some point x ∈ χ, we obtain a noisy observation y = f (x) + ǫ where ǫ ∼ N (0, η 2 ). We aim at maximizing this function over the domain X , i.e. finding x opt = arg max x∈X f (x).
Additive structure: Following the work of Kandasamy et al. [19] , we assume that the target function can be decomposed into a sum of low-dimensional components as follows:
where each x (i) ∈ X (i) ⊆ X is a low-dimensional component, with X (i) being the product of a small number of X k . The variables involved in this product are referred to as the i-th group, and this set of variables is denoted by G (i) ⊆ {1, . . . , D}.
In [19] , it was assumed that the different variable sets
. In our setting, we allow for arbitrary overlaps between these variable sets, thereby permitting a significantly richer model class that is suited to interacting groups.
Prior and posterior: We assume that each term f (i) is an independent sample from a Gaussian process GP(µ (i) , κ (i) ). As a result, the overall target function is also a sample from a GP : f ∼ GP(µ, κ) where
be the data observed from the target function f where y = (y 1 , ..., y n ) are the noisy observations corresponding to x = (x 1 , ..., x n ), i.e. y i ∼ N (f (x i ), η 2 ), i = 1, ..., n. Conditioned on these observations D t , we can infer the posterior mean and variance for each term f (i) at an arbitrary point x * . We show in the supplementary material that (f
2 ), where
(j) * ) is a column vector of size n whose i-th entry is
(j) * ), and κ(x, x) is a matrix of size n × n whose (i, i ′ )-th entry is κ(x i , x i ′ ).
Dependency graph: An additive decomposition can be represented by a dependency graph. The dependency graph is built by joining variables i and j (1, 3, 4) , (4, 5) , and (6), each of which are associated to a term of the decomposition.
with an edge whenever they appear together within some set x (k) . For example, the graph associated with the decomposition of f (
In the special case of [19] , the dependency graph consists of disjoint fully connected components.
While different decompositions may lead to the same graph (e.g., consider the case of three functions on (x 1 , x 2 ), (x 2 , x 3 ), and (x 1 , x 3 ) vs. a single function on (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 )), one can always adopt the more general decomposition for a given graph to avoid any loss of generality (e.g., take the single function on (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 )). To this end, one can let each lowdimensional function correspond to a single maximal clique (i.e., fully-connected component) of the graph.
3 Generalized Additive GP-UCB
Description of algorithm
Acquisition function: We assign to each term f (i) a low-dimensional UCB acquisition function [26] :
where β t is an exploration parameter. The global acquisition function is the sum of low-dimensional ones:
The bulk of this section is devoted to methods for efficiently maximizing this function. While this is straightforward for disjoint groups [19] , it is non-trivial in our generalized model.
Full algorithm: Our algorithm, which we call generalized additive GP-UCB (G-Add-GP-UCB), is given in Algorithm 1. As stated, the algorithm is suited to the case that the kernel (and hence the dependency graph) is known; this assumption is dropped in Section 4.
at random; evaluate f at these points to get (y t ) Ninit i=1 and add these pairs to D 0 . 2: for t = 1, ..., N iter do
3:
Perform Bayesian posterior updates conditioned on D t−1 to obtain µ
Optimize the acquisition function (cf., Section 3.2) to obtain x t ← arg max x∈χφt (x)
5:
Evaluate x t and observe y t ← f (x t ) + ǫ
6:
Augment the data set :
Maximizing the acquisition function
The key to maximizing the acquisition function (when the dependency graph is known) is to connect the optimization with the problem of maximizing probability in Markov random fields [27] . In particular, in the same way as the latter setting, we can make use of message passing for efficient maximization. We first explain how this is done when the dependency graph is triangulated (i.e., when the graph has no chordless cycles of length greater than 3), and then extend the algorithm to general graphs.
Triangulated dependency graphs:
We start by constructing a junction tree [27] of the dependency graph. The nodes of the junction tree are then the different maximal cliques of the dependency graph. By the construction of the dependency graph in the previous section, there is a low-dimensional acquisition function φ (C) of the form (5) associated to each of these maximal cliques C.
Starting from the leaves of the junction tree, we sequentially maximize, for each clique C, the associated low-dimensional acquisition functions φ (C) , and pass "messages" m Cp←C to the parent node C p . Each message is a function of the variables of the parent node, with the variables of the previous nodes already optimized. This process propagates up to the root, with a given node adding the messages from its children (cf., Algorithm 2). The running intersection property of the junction tree ensures that there is no conflict between the maximizations performed, and that this algorithm returns the maximum of the global acquisition function [27] .
Arbitrary dependency graphs: When the dependency graph is not triangulated, there is no junction tree that can be constructed from the original dependency graph. We thus first need to triangulate it, and construct a junction tree for the processed dependency graph. However, since the dependency graph has been modified, we no longer directly have a unique lowdimensional acquisition function for each clique of the Algorithm 2 Message Passing algorithm on a triangulated dependency graph 1: Root the junction tree at a random node C R . 2: d ← depth of rooted tree G.
for each node C of the junction tree at distance d from the root do 5:
Compute messages to be passed to the parent node:
for each
end for 8:
junction tree. In order to ensure that each function φ
is maximized once and only once during the optimization process, we assign to each clique C the following "acquisition function":
where G corresponds to the original dependency graph. By doing so, we can then apply Algorithm 2 on the triangulated graph.
Complexity:
The complexity of running the message-passing algorithm on a junction tree J is exponential in the size of the maximum clique of the triangulated graph associated with junction tree J. This quantity depends on the chosen triangulation, so it would be desirable to compute a triangulation that yields a small maximal clique [28, 29] .
Learning the Dependency Graph
One of the main important practical challenges of BO is choosing a suitable kernel. In the high-dimensional setting, this challenge is even more difficult, as we need to learn not only the kernel parameters (e.g., length scales), but also the structure associated with the highdimensional function (i.e., the dependency graph). In this section, we present a Gibbs sampling procedure for this purpose, building on the approach of [21] for the case of non-overlapping groups.
Preliminaries: As discussed previously, any decomposition can be represented by an undirected graph, in which each low-dimensional kernel κ (j) is associated to a maximal clique. For convenience, here we represent this decomposition by an adjacency matrix Z ∈ {0, 1} D×D , where Z ij = 1 if variable i is connected to j in the graph, and 0 otherwise. This matrix is symmetric and has zeros on the diagonal, so the number of free parameters is
The dependency graph defines the kernel decomposition, and thus influences the number of lowdimensional kernels and their dimensions. Therefore, in general, the kernel parameters can be defined only once the decomposition is known. In order to learn these parameters simultaneously with the additive structure, we assume that these kernels only depend on a constant number n param of parameters independent of the decomposition (see Section 5 for a concrete example). We then group them into the set L = {L i } i=1,...,nparam . Overall, the parameters that must be optimized are θ = {{Z ij } 1≤i<j≤D , {L j } 1≤j≤nparam }, which results in
Maximum likelihood: In order to infer the structure of the dependency graph and the kernels' parameters, we seek to maximize data likelihood:
where G(Z) is the graph corresponding to the adjacency matrix Z, y is the vector containing the current observations, and K G,L n ∈ R n×n is the kernel matrix of the observed data points, supposing a dependency graph G and kernel parameters
Here κ G,L represents the high-dimensional kernel determined by G and L.
Gibbs sampling: We adopt a Bayesian approach, in which we place a prior distribution on the parameters {θ i } 1≤i≤N , and seek to sample from the posterior distribution p(θ 1 , ..., θ N |D). Since we cannot directly sample from this high-dimensional probability distribution, we use the Gibbs sampling method (cf., Algorithm 3). This provides a means for approximately sampling from the joint distribution, as long as we can sample from the 1-dimensional conditional distributions p(θ i |θ −i , D) with θ −i = {θ j |j = i}.
The algorithm starts from a set of parameters θ (0) , and iteratively samples new sets of parameters θ by modifying one coordinate at a time based on the posterior (Algorithm 3). Once the sampling is performed, we choose the set of parameters that achieves the highest data likelihood. It can be shown [30] that under soft assumptions on the probability distribution p(θ|D), the Gibbs sampler tends to sample the same way as if we were to sample directly from p(θ|D).
Algorithm 3 Structure learning via Gibbs Sampling
for i = 1, ..., N do 4:
Augment the data set : Θ ← Θ ∪ {θ (j+1) } 8:
end
Concerning the kernels' parameters, we simply model them as uniform variables over pre-defined sets of possible values:
Using these posterior distributions, we can apply Gibbs sampling to the parameter set θ = {{Z ij } 1≤i<j≤D , {L i } 1≤i≤nparam }, and select the set which produces the highest data likelihood. For the binary variables Z ij , we simply compute
and then sample from the binary distribution Bernoulli( p1 p0+p1 ). For the kernels' parameters, we proceed the same way by computing e φ(Z,L−i∪{Li=l}) for values l in the set L i and then sample from the normalized probability distribution.
Stopping criterion:
We stop the process after some number N Gibbs of data likelihoods have been computed. The more data we have, the better the algorithm will perform to find the true dependency graph, or a closely related one. Therefore, this learning process is repeated throughout the Bayesian optimization algorithm every N cyc iterations, for some choice of N cyc . Each time we learn new parameters (i.e., graph structure and kernel parameters), we start the sampling from the previously learned parameters. 
Experiments
In this section, we experimentally compare our generalized algorithm against the one of [19] . We focus on squared exponential kernels for modeling the lowdimensional components of the target function:
The scales σ (i) are set to
is the vector containing the lengthscales of variables within χ (i) . This vector is then learned from the data via Gibbs sampling together with the dependency graph.
Experiments on synthetic data
We first test our algorithm on synthetic data by sampling functions from Gaussian processes, according to the dependency graphs shown in Figure 2 . We use a squared exponential kernel with lengthscale matrix
When applying Gibbs sampling use p = 1 2 (i.e., no prior knowledge) for the sampling of the dependency graphs.
We apply our algorithm when considering 3 different cases, described as follows.
Overlap: In this case, we learn both the lengthscales and the dependency graph, and allow for overlaps between the groups in the function decomposition. Thus, any dependency graph is allowed, and junction trees are used when optimizing the acquisition function.
No Overlap: This case is similar to the previous one, except that we do not allow for overlaps between the groups in the function decomposition. This algorithm is thus the same as the one designed by Kandasamy et al. [19] . We place no "hard constraints" on the group sizes (i.e., restrictions on the maximum number of groups M and maximum group size d max therein), but we apply the Gibbs sampling procedure of [21] , which only samples graphs that are sufficiently likely according to the samples.
Oracle: in the last situation, we assume that we know the true dependency graph and lengthscales, and hence we do not need to learn them throughout the algorithm. We expect this case to perform the best.
We also compare the results with a random algorithm that simply evaluates points at random. We perform 10 runs, starting from different initial situations where 10 points are chosen at random (for each run, these randomly chosen points are the same for each model), and then run the simulation for a certain number of iterations. All the parameters are the same for each model, and are summarized in Table 1 . (Figures 3 and 4) .
We observe that the knowledge of the variable dependencies indeed greatly improves the performance of the algorithm. Around the beginning of the algorithm, the learning process does not perform well as it uses too few data. Therefore, there is no significant difference between the models "Overlap" and "No Overlap", while the "Oracle" is much more efficient as it uses the true dependency graph. As we get more data, the learning process improves and the "Overlap" model becomes more efficient compared to "No Overlap".
Graph learning accuracy:
It is also interesting to assess the learning of the dependency graph throughout the algorithm. To do so, we define two quantities in order to evaluate how close a graph G is from a reference graph G true . We first define the Correct Connections quantity: CC(G,G true ) = # edges in both G and G true # edges in G true , which describes how well the variables connections in the true graph are represented by the learned graph.
This quantity is between 0 and 1, and is equal to 1 if and only if all edges of the true graph are part of the edges of the learned graph. The second quantity that we define is the Correct Separation quantity:
CS(G, G true ) = # non-edges in both G and G true # non-edges in G true which describes how well the variables separations in the true graph are represented by the learned graph. This quantity is also between 0 and 1, and is equal to 1 if and only if all edges of the learned graph are part of the edges of the true graph. It follows that
In Figures 5 and 6 , we plot these quantities as we obtain more data, and observe that the learning process steadily improves over time. However, in the "No Overlap" case, the graph constraint induces a saturation in the learning, while in the "Overlap" case, we observe converges to the true graph. We note that the high number of correct separations at early iterations is not an indicator of good performance, as the number of correct connections is very low.
We can observe that the time at which the "Overlap" model starts to be more efficient than the "No Overlap" one corresponds to the time where the dependency graph starts to be closer to the true graph. 
Experiments on real data
Face recognition: We consider the optimization of parameters for the Viola and Jones (VJ) Cascade Classifier [31] . This algorithm aims at recognizing faces in images. It is based on a cascade of increasingly complex classifiers, which all detect particular features on the image to classify. At each stage, the classifier searches on the image for some features. If it does not find it, the image is rejected, directly classified and no more processing is performed. Otherwise, it continues to the next stage, and so on. It is thus necessary that the first stages have a low rate of false negatives.
Each classifier has a threshold parameter that controls this rejection. The problem is then to optimize these thresholds in order to obtain the highest possible classification accuracy. For each set of parameters, we evaluate the classification accuracy on 1500 images. Among these images, 1000 of them contain exactly one face, and the 500 others do not contain any face. The algorithm correctly classifies an image containing a face if it detects exactly one face. The classification accuracy is defined as the proportion of correctly classified images. We use the OpenCV implementation of the Cascade VJ algorithm [32] , which uses a 22-stages cascade algorithm. OpenCV also provides an optimized set of thresholds, which gives a classification accuracy of 92.6% on our data set. When applying our Bayesian optimization algorithm to this problem, we choose as the domain a neighborhood of the optimized parameter set given by OpenCV, and set the target function as the classification accuracy.
Methods: As in the synthetic data example, we want to compare our "Overlap" model to the "No Overlap" one. In their paper [19] , Kandasamy et al. applied their model to this same data set, and observed that the optimal extra parameters for this optimization problem were M = 4 and d max = 6. We thus use these parameters for this model.
As discussed above, consecutive stages will have more similar rejection thresholds than stages that are far from each other. Therefore, we may suppose that two consecutive stages have more similar thresholds than stages that are far apart. This assumption is enforced by the fact that the set of parameters provided by OpenCV is increasing with the number of stages, justifying this possible correlation between close stages. Therefore, for our "Overlap" model, we set a dependency graph where each variable i is connected to variables i − 1 and i + 1 ∀i = 2, ..., 21, and do not apply the graph structure learning throughout the BO. Table 2 : BO parameters for face recognition data.
Optimization performance: We apply the two algorithms using the same set of parameters, described in Table 2 . We also compare them to a random algorithm which queries random points on the same domain. The results are given in Figure 7 , where we average over 15 runs.
We observe that the "Overlap" model performs slightly better than the "No Overlap" algorithm both in terms of convergence speed and optimal value. Both algorithms reach better classification accuracy than with the parameters provided by OpenCV. We can also observe that the "Overlap" model is much better in terms of the average cumulative regret.
Astrophysical data: In the supplementary material, we provide a second example for real-world data based on maximizing likelihood in an astrophysical model. 
Conclusion
We introduced a novel model and algorithm for highdimensional Bayesian optimization, in which the target function to optimize can be represented by a sum of possibly overlapping low-dimensional components. By defining an acquisition function with the same additive structure, we can efficiently maximize it using message passing. In addition, we proposed a Gibbs sampling method for learning the structure from samples. By expanding the space of functions that can be modeled, we observed through experiments that the efficiency of Bayesian optimization is improved.
We have not discussed the theoretical aspects of Bayesian optimization (e.g., see [33] ). In the supplementary material, we provide some mathematical analysis in this direction, including the calculation of the fundamental information gain, and discuss difficulties in attaining regret bounds for G-Add-GP-UCB.
An interesting direction for future research is to develop variants of message passing that are targeted to continuous settings. Our techniques can readily be applied by discretizing each continuous variable, but it would potentially be more effective (albeit non-trivial) to combine the message passing idea with a continuous global optimization procedure such as 
B.3 Bounding the information gain with overlapping groups
As outlined above, the information gain γ T in (12) plays a crucial role in the regret bounds for Bayesian optimization. While we do not claim any regret bounds for G-Add-GP-UCB, bounding γ T may provide an initial step towards this, and also allows us to understand the performance of GP-UCB with our structured kernels (cf., (11)). We provide such a bound for our setting, focusing on the squared exponential kernel, and ultimately showing that γ T = O(Dd d (log T ) d+1 ) analogously to [19] . Here d is the highest dimension of any low-dimensional function in the additive decomposition. We follow the high-level steps of [19] with suitable modifications for our setting. It was shown in [26] that under some mild assumptions on the target function f , the maximal information gain can be bounded as γ T ≤ inf 
for any T * ∈ {1, ..., min(T, n T )}, where C 9 = 4D + 2, n T = C 9 T τ log T , and B κ (T * ) = s>T * λ s . Here {λ n } n∈N are the eigenvalues of κ with respect to the uniform distribution.
In order to bound γ T , it therefore suffices to bound B κ (T * ), i.e., to bound the sum of the eigenvalues of κ at the tail. Unlike the setting of [19] , the eigenfunctions corresponding to different kernels κ (i) and κ (j) are not necessarily orthogonal, since overlaps between kernel variables are possible. To circumvent this difficulty, we can make use of Weyl's inequality. Lemma 1. (Weyl's inequality) Let H, P ∈ R n×n be two Hermitian matrices, and define M = H + P . Let µ i , ν i , ρ i , i = 1, ..., n be the eigenvalues of M , H and P respectively such that µ 1 ≥ ... ≥ µ n , ν 1 ≥ ... ≥ ν n and ρ 1 ≥ ... ≥ ρ n . Then for all i ≥ r + s − 1, we have
